
Give your drivers

precision control

with the world’s

easiest to use ice

control system.

Control Point®’s

versatile 

closed-loop 

three-channel

system delivers

the power to

control granular

and liquid material

application rates

plus spinner speed

and spread width

simultaneously.

Complete Control
Control Point puts control in drivers’ hands with an
automatic override that provides control even with
feed rate sensor or flow meter signal loss. In
addition, the system comes equipped with a built-in
ground speed simulator that allows for operation
with failed ground speed sensors or while the
vehicle is stationary.

Convenient
With an advanced operator remote switch module,
Control Point lets drivers:

Power liquid and granular channels on and 
off individually

Increase or decrease liquid and granular
application rates separately

Blast with a momentary push-button switch

Control automatic and unload of granular, liquid,
and spinner channels

Adjust spinner speed with a 20-position rotary knob

User Friendly
Control Point’s preset controls mean drivers can go
to work with no equipment hassles. Simply select the
application rate that’s best for you to help reduce
waste and over-application potential.

We’ve even simplified calibration with a menu-driven
system and removable keyboard for setup in minutes. No
need for lockout codes or keys—just take the keyboard
out of the truck when programming is complete.

Comprehensive Data Recording
Control Point provides a complete record of the
truck’s operation, including:

Miles spread in automatic and blast modes

Total miles driven

Total granular tons spread alone or prewetted

Total liquid gallons sprayed

Time spreading and blasting granular and 
liquid materials

Time and date stamp of truck start, material types
spread, operator-selected application rates

Time and date record of when system operated in
error condition

Backed by the Power of DICKEY-john
When you buy Control Point, you get all this, plus
the dependability and reliability you expect from
DICKEY-john products. DICKEY-john’s advanced
technology and superior electronics are backed by a
team of expert in-house mechanical, electrical,
software, and test engineers. And, we manufacture
all of our products, ensuring total quality
control—we’re ISO 9001 certified.

5200 DICKEY-john Road
Auburn, IL 62615
www.dickey-john.com

Toll Free: 800-637-2952
Phone: 217-438-3371
Fax: 217-438-6012
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Technical Specifications
RS232 port

Drop-on actuator adapts to Fluid Control 2FFL12 or
equivalent valve, pulse-width modulated valves,
electric liquid pumps, or motorized ball valves

Large, easy-to-read dot matrix display

Alternate Sensor Capability

Hopper level sensor

Spinner rpm sensor

Ambient air temperature sensor

Road surface temperature

Liquid tank level sensor

Gate height sensor

Material flow sensor

Bed over height sensor

Scraper down pressure sensor

Data Retrieval via DaRT® Module
The pocket-sized DaRT lets you download truck data
from Control Point to a computer, then generate and
view a report in Microsoft Excel.
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